Command Directed Behavioral Health Evaluations
• Potential and likelihood to harm self or others.
• Soldier displays excessive sadness.
• Recent or unusual withdrawal from others.
• Recent behavioral changes.
• Excessive angry outbursts or irritability.
• Decrease in job performance.
• Unusual or strange behaviors.
CDBHE Procedures

- Consult with behavioral health (BH) provider, if not available, consult with physician or senior confidential non-physician provider.
- BH provider will provide advice or recommendations about whether the evaluation should be conducted routinely or on an emergency basis.
- Commander forwards TAMC Form 108 requesting CDBHE to clinic or Medical Treatment Facility (MTF).
- BH provider conducts behavioral health evaluation.
- BH provider submits written feedback to Commander.
- Commander will follow thru with advice or recommendations from BH provider.
Command Directed Behavioral Health Evaluation Decision Tree

**BOX A**
Conditions for CDBHE

- Harm to self
- Harm to others
- Extreme sadness
- Withdrawal
- Behavior change
- Excessive anger
- Job performance
- Strange behavior

**BOX B**
CDBHE Findings

- Diagnosis
- Prognosis
- Precautions
- Administrative
- Treatment plan
- Fitness for duty

* Soldier may attend appointment prior to Commander’s written notification due to imminent danger associated with emergency CDBHE

* Soldier needs an evaluation (See box A for conditions that warrant CDBHE)

Is this an emergency?

- **No**
  - CDR discusses with BH provider

- **Yes**
  - Provide an escort for Soldier safety
  
  - CDR notifies BH provider
  
  - Soldier attends appointment *
  
  - CDR provides Soldier written notification
  
  - CDR receives BH provider recommendations (See box B for minimum recommendations)

  - Concur with BH recommendations
  
  - Senior CDR and MTF CDR

- **No further CDR action**

- **Yes**
  - Appointment scheduled
  
  - CDR provides Soldier written notification
  
  - Soldier attends appointment
  
  - CDR receives BH provider recommendations (See box B for minimum recommendations)

  - CDR and Soldier complete recommendations
Conducting an Emergency CDBHE Referral

• First priority is to protect the Soldier and other potential victims from harm.
• Have Soldier escorted to the nearest BH provider.
• Provide the Soldier a memorandum and statement of rights, as soon as practical.
• Discuss with BH provider the statements or behaviors that prompted the CDBHE emergency referral and fill out TAMC Form 108.
Conducting a Routine CDBHE Referral

• Provide the Soldier with written notification of the reason for the CDBHE and the date, time, and location of the evaluation at least **two business days** before the scheduled appointment.

• A Commander may NOT restrict a Soldier from lawfully communicating with the Inspector General, an attorney, Member of Congress or other person about the referral for behavioral health evaluation.

• Use of escorts is recommended but not required.
BH provider will provide a written response to the Commander within one business day after completing the CDBHE. Information provided will include:

- Soldier’s diagnosis
- Soldier’s prognosis
- Recommended treatment plan
- Suitability for continued service
• Additional Recommendations
  – Recommended precautions:
    • Move into barracks for a defined period of time.
    • An order to avoid the use of alcohol.
    • An order not to handle firearms or other weapons.
    • An order not to contact potential victim or victims.
  – Recommended administrative management of the Soldier (i.e., administrative separation).
  – Recommendations regarding restricted access to classified information, if appropriate.
  – Recommendations regarding fitness for duty.
Commander Actions

• Review behavioral health findings.
• Implement recommendations.
• Continue communication/consultation
  – Provider and commander will discuss patient care, impact diagnosis may have on current missions, collaboration on treatment plan

• Protect a Soldier’s health information – Information should be shared with others (e.g., subordinates or supervisors) ONLY on a need to know basis.
Actions when a Commander Non-concurs with CDBHE Recommendations

• If a Commander does not concur with the BH provider’s CDBHE recommendations:
  – Provide written notification to the next senior Commander within two business days.
  – Describe reasons for non-concurrence.
  – Submit notification to MTF Commander.

• Continue to communicate with the BH provider to promote collaboration and successful management of the Soldier.
1. MTFs must take reasonable steps to limit the disclosure of PHI to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended purpose. Healthcare (HC) providers must balance notification of Commanders with operational risk.

2. HC providers must not limit communication to “sick call slips” alone.

3. HC providers will not communicate the reason for medical appointments, routine medical care, the clinical service seen nor specific details about particular appointments (exception #5).

4. HC providers will not notify Commanders when a Soldier’s medical condition does not affect the Soldier’s fitness for duty/mission are not provided to the unit.

5. HC providers will notify Commanders when a Soldier obtains behavioral health care under the following circumstances: Harm to Self, Harm to Others, Harm to Mission, Hospitalization, Substance Abuse Treatment or for personnel enrolled in the Personnel Reliability Program.
6. HC providers will notify Commanders about change in duty status due to medical conditions: Inpatient Care, Substance Abuse Treatment (ASAP), missed appointments.

7. HC providers will notify Commanders about MEB/PEB related data.

8. HC providers will notify Commanders about Acute Medical Conditions Interfering with Duty/Mission and duty limiting conditions.

9. HC providers will notify Commanders the results of Command Directed Behavioral Health Evaluations.

10. Commanders should also share information with providers relating changes in Soldier behavior or other information that could impact a diagnosis or treatment: UCMJ, physical altercations, infidelity, financial challenges, Soldier feelings of inadequacy, or when the Soldier has a significant change in social contacts.
• The CDBHE is a Commander’s tool to refer a Soldier for a Behavioral Health Evaluation.
• Commander’s are responsible for advising the Soldier of his rights and protections when referred for a CDBHE.
• BH providers are required to provide Commander’s with written feedback following a CDBHE.
• In certain situations BH PHI will be released to Commander’s for self-referrals.
• Commander’s must take all precautions to protect a Soldier’s PHI.
• Constant and regular communication with the BH provider is the key to a solid collaborative relationship to help Soldiers in need of BH assistance.
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